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Use of GIS mapping in the COVID 19 outbreak management
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Abstract
COVID 19 pandemic has exposed gaps in outbreak
management in different parts of the world. Evidence
based decisions are compelled by health authorities.
Even though Geographical Information System (GIS)
has been identified as a technology to support different
avenues of public health management, it has been
rarely utilized at regional level outbreak management.
COVID-19 case maps for high-risk Medical Officer of
Health (MOH) areas at Grama Niladari Division (GND)
level were compiled using freely available GIS software.
These maps were used in different scenarios of regional
level outbreak management and also helped other nonhealth stakeholders involved in COVID 19 prevention
activities.
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Introduction
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and spatial
mapping act as new tools to fight complex pandemics.
The use of GIS mapping in an outbreak yields several
important results for prevention of further spread,
identification of hot spots, resource allocation, future
trend projections. The challenges caused by COVID
19 prompted health officials to use GIS mapping. The
use of maps can be at many levels. It has been initially
used for spatial identification of the spread of the disease
and forecasting future outbreaks(1). Several developing
countries have practiced GIS based analysis in the
COVID 19 outbreak situation in terms of understanding
the real scenario. In Australia GPS mapping was used
to describe the geographic distribution variability
of COVID 19 in reference to health care services
availability(2). In South Africa mapping was used to
outline the COVID 19 risk zones (3). Maps have been
found to be effective in identifying and communicating
risk(4). But use of GIS mapping in the field is still in
infancy stages in Developing countries like Sri Lanka
due to inadequacy GIS professionals and the resources.
COVID 19 has become a global pandemic in the recent
years with the first few cases reporting in 31/12/2019(5).
Since then up to this date, there has been 121,817,583
COVID 19 cases and 2692699 deaths due to COVID 19
worldwide(6).
First case of COVID 19 in Sri Lanka was reported on
10/03/2020(7). First COVID 19 case in Kurunegala
was reported in 13/03/2020. Since then 4,556 COVID

patients and 66 deaths due to COVID 19 have been
reported in North Western Province (NWP)(8). Our
objective in this study was to utilize GIS mapping in the
COVID 19 outbreak management in local setting.

Design and Methods
Map is a visual output generated from various data
sources for the decision on geographically bounder
instances. By nature of the Map, it is easy to understand
the real situation in terms of geographical means rather
than other classical analysis tools.
In the situation of COVID 19 pandemic, it is most
important to obtain the real locational information
and recent movement of COVID 19 positive cases to
reduce the spread of disease, identify the potentially
risk population exposed and creating measures for other
strategic interventions such as welfare programmes or
giving assistance or subsidies to really affected and high
priority families.
Demarcating the vulnerable population or COVID 19
clusters to some geographical extent is a challenge.
Grama Niladhari Division (GND) is the smallest
administrative boundary of Sri Lanka and demarcation is
clearly defined and digitized the maps for GIS purposes
by the Department of Survey General. These GND
information is used to demarcate the COVID 19 risk area
supported with other COVID 19 related epidemiological
risk parameters.
Criteria to categorise High Risk GND
1) There are the positive cases reported beyond
particular family cluster
2) There are positive secondary contacts
3) There are positive cases without epidemiological
link (Unknown Index Case)
4) There are unknown contacts in the area
5) Positive cases reported after participation to an
event (Religious, Wedding or Party)
6) PCR positivity rate
Freely available GND information (Digital Data, shape
files) from Department of Survey General is used as
based maps. MOH Area Map layers and District Map
layers were created using same GND data source in
same resolution. QGIS vision3.16, MS Excel and
Google Sheet were used as computer software.
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Each and every COVID 19 positive case reported at
high risk MOH areas was entered to the Google Sheet
and updated all relevant epidemiological information.
Geographical coordinates were captured for each and
every case and was updated using centroid coordinates
of relevant GND. This information was used later with
QGIS software to create Risk and Other COVID 19
Map production. Random spotting of cases by GND
was the major algorithm used to maintain privacy and
confidentially of the patients.

Results and Discussion
Use of GIS in Management of COVID 19 in PDHS,
NWP
GIS mapping was broadly used by the Provincial
Department of Health Services, North Western Province
(PDHS NWP) for management of COVID 19in two
situations;
i.

53 members of the hospital mass. This incident and the
untraceable numerous contacts lead to a situation out of
control from the health officials.
Locking down the whole region was going to affect
the country as most of the egg and other dairy product
needs are supplied from this area. All the cases and
known contacts of this incident that has been found were
mapped using GIS mapping. Four Grama Niladhari
Divisions were found to be red spots. GIS map was
used to prioritise the PCR testing of the contacts and
community. As all the cases were mapped separately, it
was easy to identify the affected GN divisions of this
immediate incident, separately. Curfew was imposed in
these GN areas without affecting the other areas of the
MOH.
Figure 1- COVID 19 cases distribution in
Kuliyapitiya MOH area

For clear demarcation of lock
down areas until contact tracing

ii.

Socio

economic

stratification

of lock down areas for resource
allocation.

Clear demarcation of lock down
areas until contact tracing
The contact tracing of COVID
19 patients remains a priority in
controlling spurious spread (9, 10).
However the contact tracing in the
developing countries is somewhat
hard due to lack of systematic location
tracing methods(11).
On 12/10/2020, a COVID 19
patient was detected by the passive
surveillance system established at the
Teaching Hospital Kuliyapitiya. This
was a random PCR testing conducted
for febrile patients presenting to
outpatient department. A complex
situation developed while tracing her
contacts. She has participated to a
wedding and a mass at the church. All
her workplace colleagues were tested
negative. On 15/10/2020, two of the
participants at the wedding were tested
positive. On 16/10/2020, a patient who
was admitted for heart failure was
tested positive for COVID 19, exposing
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As shown in the figure 1, the cases marked by fire
flame were the cases related to the incident mentioned
above. The areas demarcated with these were locked
down immediately and an urgent contact tracing was
conducted. This map enabled as to lockdown targeted
areas with high disease burden.
Socio economic stratification of lock down areas for
resource allocation
Lockdown was a strategy used in COVID 19 outbreak
in many countries (12, 13). This is necessary in contact
tracing and preventing further spread of disease. But
some of the residents in these areas are daily wagers with
low income levels. Lock down will push them below
poverty line more and requiring provision of daily needs
(14). Therefore, government has decided to provide
basic needs and some monetary allowances for people
in these areas. For a developing country, such decision
should be initiated among most needy people as of the

poor economic strength in the country. Therefore, socio
economic data should be apparent for such distribution.
This has been conducted in USA with use of mapping
of socio economic status and COVID 19 cases for the
purpose of disease exploration (15). At PDHS NWP this
method was crudely used in outbreaks at Kurunegala
municipal council areas. Some areas in Municipal
council area were locked down with identification of
several sub clusters. After mapping, it was found that
these sub clusters were spread throughout the city limits.
A local government decision was taken to provide basic
needs and monetary allowance for the people. In there
the prioritisation had to be done using the socio economic
stratification. GIS mapping was conducted stratifying
areas according to Socio economic data available. This
was further furnished with COVID 19 case distribution
mapping. The clusters in lowest socio economic levels
were identified and prioritised in aid distribution.

Figure 2COVID 19 Local Level Sub Cluster for Essential Lockdown
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Conclusion
GIS can be incorporated in COVID-19 outbreak
management process in different scenarios at regional
level. Intersectoral information sharing could be
achieved by utilizing GIS Maps in a user friendly way.
Further high risk geographic areas can be visualized and
demarcated at GND level as well as below GND levels.
Decision of restriction of people movements or lock
down can be taken cautiously by exploring GIS maps.
In addition it improves transparency of data and case
reporting. Ultimately it will facilitate evidence based
sociological and epidemiological outbreak management
decisions.
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